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 Mt Pleasant Coal Mine Extension. SSD 10418            Bev Atkinson     (eight pages.  July 15, 2022) 

To the Independent Planning Commission of NSW.   

Submission: ADDED NOTES to Hearing talk, plus scans and new photos,  sent separately.  

 Address:                          

 

I'm Beverley Atkinson, an architect since 1970's, (UNSW 1976), living in Scone, (since 2002) and 
respecting Wanaruah land.      

I worked on visual impact and design for transport infrastructure in England.   (Travers Morgan} 

I'm into how this looks: the visual impacts of the waste dump, also its broadcasting interference.  

   

An EIS will study measurable impacts, like noise and dust.  They make much data, and actual 
suffering can get lost in the quantity of it.      This EIS is over half a metre thick; and visual impact 
photos are mostly at the back.   

 Appendix M:   MACH's seem to be the only photos DPIE selects sparingly from.  No aerials 
 used although they alone would be able to show the extent of the project. 

Visible changes don't give much data, but of all impacts, they are the most solid and permanent in 
people's lives. They are unique to any project, very bad in this one; but MACH's report wasn't so 
worried.  The Department's Final Report cross-references MACH; so much, that I wondered if  
submissions were a serious factor. * (this understates.. I saw no reference to submissions in my area 
of interest.) So it is, that an overwhelming sight, permanently affecting the Hunter Valley's morale, 
its heart, future and memories, is dealt with, at Company and Government level, by omission and 
silence.    Result is, there's little public response.     

 Silence is the understood norm. Contrary opinion is removed from social media, not raised in 
 company; and that's just Scone!  In a gathering, one doesn't mention 'it'.  

 Social impact of mining here is akin to that of a repressive religion; gentle civil war.  Division.
 Suspicion, derision for anyone working full time for no money, on saving the planet.
 What parent would dare keep his child from attending a Mine Tour on principle?  

 (see photos from Hearing, scans of COAL FACE and HVNews, "cute little kids, huge trucks") 

 Note:  Chris Lauritzen's seemingly proud verbal statement in the Hearing, that the 
 supporters in Muswellbrook now have a hostile attitude to those who oppose mining, 
 particularly from north of there, I have heard before from him. Shocked me then, and still.      
   

 Art saved us, but there's hardly an artistic effort up north, not 'partly funded'.  MACH funds 
 much; even the Muswellbrook Art Exhibition showing its demolition of family farmhouses. 

 *Proponent behaviour may not be an allowed topic.  But 'Social Impact' survives as a valid 
 field of objection.  Where, (aside from house prices… only maybe), do these not merge?    
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Not many were at MACH's show 'n tell sessions. The miners themselves weren't given information 
booklets showing them realities of their possible work. One major servicing company pushed all 
workers to support this extension; with just, I quote, " 5 minutes of their time."    *Hence numbers. 

 Advertising of show'n'tell which might communicate awareness of impact, I didn't find.  

**  Reports have expressed actual reliance on people gradually forgetting the views they used to see 
as children.                              I find that deeply shocking.   

 

 MACH/DPIE both use the word 'heritage' very self-consciously. 'Heritage' would not include 
landscape, air, water, quiet, darkness, peace, harmony.   Even obvious 'heritage' is demolished 
before Approval, and with what reproof from DPIE?   (There used to be an H:  Envrt & Heritage.) 

 

I found errors favouring the project, in most of the photomontages; but not reflected in Reports.  
The Department's finding is:  'Visual simulations provide clear understanding of the nature of 
potential visual impacts".     *(please refer to May 2021 submission for detail of errors found in EIS.) 

 I include today, some extra photos indicating Project position, derived from the Mining Map 
 2020 which is based on 1982 Defence Map.  (Heights can be hand-measured from the 
 resulting sightline diagrams, for accurate simulations, but no time for that right  now.)      

 Angle of view, and joining for panoramas, can certainly distort scale perception in photos, 
 as the experts said to IPC.  This thing is so big and so close that accurate representation with 
 60 degree shots is difficult.  Hence aerials are warranted; or clear views from high ground. 

With 20 years to wake up, this Mine still intends to clumsily break through the only dividing East-
West ridge in the Hunter Valley.  As a southern edge, it separates our Upper Valley from the 
minefields.     Mt Pleasant sits midway on the ridge, which slopes up to the Escarpment.  

The clumsy break-through makes this a greenfield mine in its north aspect.   

We face new open-cut coal; which has always been rejected by the Scone Shire, now UHSC.   

 

***   Three towns are affected. 

Facing Muswellbrook, the dump doubles in length, quadrupling the hole/dump area and topping at 
3 times the height of the edge we see now.   

But the Department's 2 (MACH) photos, 2019 and 21, show mainly how the dump can turn green on 
one edge.  It's grown since; the town's lost more horizon.   

 

 The meaning of 'disturbance area', like the subtlety between words 'current' and 'existing' 
 (Approvals) are obfuscation, to normal people.  Certainly to many residents, and me.  

  The reality of destruction will last, can be comprehended in pictures.  But the correctness of 
 those legal terms is obscure to anyone, and can meet no pub test, regarding 'consultation'.  
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  Most of us, opposing MOD 3 in the Conservatorium Hall in 2018, had no idea about 
 'consolidated consent'.   No explanation was supplied, no consequences. 

 ** At that time,  I just thought the MOD 3 automatically overrode a '1999'.  Seems logical.    

 

 MOD 5?  What?   Where did that come from..    not a misprint?  Arrives in Hearing.  
 Only now, I find the "5" in the Public Notice I saw:   8.6.22 Hunter Valley News..  says:   

  this "modification will correct minor errors in the consent" (consent to which phase?)  

 update a figure 3;    

 correct  Definition of MOD 3;    (eh?) 

 and,  update a land schedule relating to a DW1.  

    

 I saw no map, written article etc to clarify the meaning.  No initiation of a public process.  

 ** Why isn't a MOD number given to The Project?   As a legal naïve, I am wondering : 

 There's MOD 3.  'Existing' approval.  [ Should to me, supersede any previous, for clarity, and 
 be the only 'current' approval.  That's just a layman's notion. ]  

 There's MOD 4,   Railway work.     done. 

 The Project looks to be a MOD 5.   It quadruples MOD 3 landtake, triples its height, and
 doubles its already extensive length.  Reveals MOD 3 as just a trick, a kickstart shoo-in. 

 But now, the Project tries to reference the initial and enormous 1999 Approval for 
 favourable comparison again, but …    as was questioned in the Hearing, why should it?    

 Yes:  MOD 3 is our real world..   AND It is absolutely huge.      But MACH finds it nowhere 
 near immense enough to offer helpful comparison with the Project?   Playing with all of us. 

 The "Project as MOD 5"  then, should compare only with MOD 3, as the latest relevant 
 Approval subjected to aware modern public engagement in evolving world circumstances.      

 *Any subsequent changes? Should modify whatever was last Approved for construction. 

  

Thanks be for Muswellbrook's spirit, culture and music; because it has little countryside left.  The 
precious distant views are gone, the sunsets getting earlier all the time.   

Its people have been solidly groomed into dependence for years, by COAL FACE magazine, plus pork, 
high school invasions, primary school mine tours, and small donations for community.    

 I think IPC needs to see the latest year of COAL FACE magazines. Stephen Galilee's 'opinion' 
 pieces.  Mine tours, dozens a year; one for every year 5, and then year 9 school student.  (as 
 illustrated liberally throughout COAL FACE.       

 Mine visits into pre-HSC classes offer paying apprenticeships; to would be English teachers..     

 For several years now, 'COAL FACE'  has been free in both supermarkets at Scone, as well. 
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 I have enclosed some other examples of free public information, as background. People do 
 believe that material, especially if it comforts their choice; and attitudes harden.  

A horrific conclusion yes:   but whereas Valley people always gathered and farmed the land for their 
nourishment, to sustain life, it seems that now, people here are themselves gathered and farmed, to 
feed unliving black holes which destroy productive land, and extinguish the life of the biosphere. 

 

Yet few could readily agree with MACH's Report saying: " since everything looks so bad now, more 
impact simply won't matter. "  The Department agrees with it though, and happily so with the 
finding that:    "From where the most visible project components are now seen, the impact would 
remain high, reducing over time."    

I'd like to have seen (full length of future Project) simulations seen from the flyover, from north 
Muswellbrook, lower Aberdeen, Dartbrook, and especially Kayuga.    

 (My new photos show just the corner position of proposed dump seen from Kyuga.)  

Muswellbrook friends living near dumps west and south, are disgusted, and fear worse to come. But 
they can't say so to many people.  That is unacceptable social division.    

 (significant understatement here. The town feels sad.  Miners are said to be killed on the 
 way home from over-long shifts.  It's kept quiet, we hear casually, and no specifics in press.) 

Both Company and Government surely know the truth: that the vast mounds will rise and rise.  That 
no greening or curving of landscaping will remove claustrophobic blight, nor retrieve the lost 
horizons for Muswellbrook.      Already, it's too late. 

*  A 33 storey building planned on the town edge, would cause mayhem in Council's Planning 
Department.  So why no reaction to the mass of this project, equating to around 30,000 such 
buildings, up to 66 storeys high, jammed together and filled with rocks?  It's as high as the nearby 
Barrington foothills, and would rise centrally in the mouth of the Upper Hunter Valley. Our own paid 
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment, sums this up overall, as: "moderate impact."  

 (Heights of neighbouring foothills: see section diagrams. Calculations: see sections and plans 
 of Project.  Conservative.  Counted contours to establish heights, since graphics go a long 
 way to obscuring them, and make the new mountain range seem smaller,  when viewing 
 symbols for rehabilitated plan areas:   tree symbols are large, and obliterate numbers.) 

 

Aberdeen town.. would directly face a new cliff, a slice into the throat of Mt Pleasant itself.  The 
exposed cut won't become green, and every sunrise would display the open wound.     

 The diagram showing that was not mentioned in either Report.    

Aberdeen's distant mountain views are vanishing already.   The 2 reports admit, I quote:   "Some 
further reduction in views to surrounding hills and mountains on the horizon line from some 
locations, due to increased elevation of the Integrated Waste Rock Emplacement Landform".   

Cash gifts to Upper Hunter Shire, maybe for Aberdeen potholes, won't counter the damage to 
property values, health and landscape.  Aberdeen's glory is the beauty of its views and far horizons.   
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 The VPA was not discussed with the public.  (Unlike the one for Nundle.)    The MACH Report 
 implied that UHSC approached the Company seeking a VPA.. Odd, I'd expect it would be the 
 Company to initiate that.  Especially since UHSC has a public policy of opposing mining.    

   

For the town of Scone,  the Department just says " The mine is not highly visible, due to its 17km 
distance".    In fact, much of the dump would be seen in Scone, rising to 200m above the river flat.   
The whole point of a country view is its distant horizon! Scone can clearly see single trees on the 
Castlerock ridge, if air pollution allows. We see far mountains over 45 km away.    

We would see the project's sharp cut into Mt Pleasant, and the gap above the deep final void.  Our 
familiar far horizon would lose most of Mt Arthur, Ogilvie Hill, and National Park.  Our only screen 
against the impacts of mining, would be torn out forever.    

 (Understood by past Scone Shire, which consistently refused all coal mining in the Shire. 
 Continues to be understood by UHSC in voting to recognise Climate Emergency.) (scan) 

I also question the Reports' notion that impacts are only significant if seen from towns!   Locals and 
visitors want to see our countryside from outdoors, and all around.   

 Daily personal experience, the eye always seeks the furthest horizons, ie the south. 

I think the contextual analysis is weak for this project, given its critical position.  It spreads visual 
disaster right up against the major town, while bursting through into the beautiful and untouched 
valley famous for, and reliant upon, tourism and rural specialties.      * (photos in Hearing.) 

Cradled in foothills, ranges and escarpments, the equine, dairy and farming activities need the 
beauty of the place to stay intact, if tourists are to keep squeezing past the minefields to visit us.  

  

The Castlerock ridge is a line drawn by nature; it carries an ancient and sacred path up to high 
ground. It is our nearest drive to a lookout with a view over the whole north valley, 3 towns and 
distant ranges to the north.     (photos in Hearing, including parts of the 300 degree panorama.) 

Even as a tourism dollar asset, it has been left unexplored.   Sad, since it offers release and joy, 
especially to people of Muswellbrook; a retreat from life inside a ring of coal dumps.     

 [Muswellbrook Council may be constrained to considering what mines will allow…  or 
 fund, or initiate.  Perhaps Social Impact touches political and administrative impact.  

 If NSW Govt itself starves the town (eg of school funding, beach railway), then How Good 
 that makes the Mines look, as sugardaddy..   with free mine tours, events and playgrounds]. 

 The goodness of those in the company who extend help and training, is not questioned; 
 clearly much benefit is given.  But it would be given by an industry which nurtured life, too. 

    ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Broadcasting Impact:   I considered the position of Rossgole, its main national broadcasting towers 
for the Upper Hunter.  I drew a section to find that the waste dump blocks sightlines between the 
towers and the whole of Muswellbrook town. MACH was asked about this by Council, and it 
followed up for the Department from expert analysis I presume, admitting, and I abbreviate:  
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"The rising landform would begin to obscure the line of sight between towers and residential areas 
of Muswellbrook. It would go 10m above line of sight at Sydney Street by 2026.   The project rising 
past MOD 3 approval would exacerbate transmission signal effects.  At 2031,   23m  will be above 
line of sight.   MACH anticipates measurable terrain transmission effects, and would accept 
consent conditions requiring provisions, like raising an existing tower or building additional 
transmission station. "    end abbreviated quote 

But it wants another 17 years after 2031, reaching almost as high as Mt Pleasant itself; and 40m 
higher than allowed by the 1999 approval.   

MACH didn't tell the public about the interference.   Neither did Council.  Nor the Department.  
Surveys were not taken of the 14,000 population, about their free to air reception.  The project was 
not altered in response.  The Department offers only a Consent Condition,  A28, I quote..    

"Should the increased elevation of the development's waste rock emplacement result in adverse 
impacts on the reception of broadcasting services from the Rossgole Tower transmission facilities, 
the Applicant must implement make-good provisions to the satisfaction of the Planning  Secretary 
(such as raising the existing tower or construction of a re-transmission station) which would meet 
the siting and technical requirements of the Australian Communications and Media Authority." 

But the ACMA told me last May, it had no protocol to deal with such a precedent; had never come 
across such a thing before.  Telco Authority said similar.   Must we then lift the game of National 
Authorities, just so they can Approve the obstruction of services they oversee, to assist foreign 
profits?       Nothing here points to the usual "on balance in the public interest" etc…    Pub Test fail. 

 * [My letter to ACMA in May last year describing the problem, is available if needed.] 

 

The dump heights are getting critical already, and the low CBD would lose clear reception first.  
Consent condition A28 can't work:   Raising an existing tower seems pointless, since MACH's new 
mountain range is right up against Muswellbrook, and the towers are much further away.   Siting a 
re-transmission station  involves all the TV and Radio broadcasting users, who I'm told are 
owners/operators.  They, and MACH's shareholders too, will want information and answers.   

If this vast expansion can't afford a shape change, or a delay in process, can it afford a yet unknown 
method of restoring a major public amenity which it intends to unnecessarily disable?   Any cost 
should be on MACH's project, not on our taxpayers.  The affected townspeople would need 
compensation; Muswellbrook is already tired of reception problems, accidental and mysterious in a 
constantly swelling landscape.          

* [ NOTE:  Emergency services rely on the main national broadcasting towers at Rossgole to reach 
the whole of the Upper Hunter.  ABC moved to get vital service on-line to some extent.  But people 
out on the land need free-to-air reception, as fires approach. Even now, away from towns,   
'internet' alternatives are patchy at best.    Obligation to get costly new technology is unacceptable 
in any case, even if it were to offer a reliable alternative. ]   

 

MACH leans on the 1999 Approval.  But given this original mistake, added to Climate Change 
demands, and the altered context, is it even valid?    
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People who do know, are refusing to believe their own public authorities would actually go ahead 
and let their reception be cut.     (wrong!) 

So here's another impact, effectively, being dealt with by silence.  

   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………   

So I see 2 impacts unique to this project:  the Greenfield breakout, and the broadcasting impact.   

        ………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

But there's another applying to all projects; the Jobs Mantra, used to get approvals, whatever the 
problems.    What I see here over 20 years however,  is that new coal jobs, wipe out other jobs;  
(good example next door, the Dartbrook application.) 

 I saw the Dartbrook Application. Consultant said all of the 156 jobs would be sourced by 
 inducing people to leave existing community employment, by sufficient salary.  Local 
 employment was full up, in the mining field.  No miners available. Tradespeople do just fine. 

 Since so few locals are actually free, 'local worker' sourcing can mean from Wollongong to 
 Queensland: ( quote the Mine Manager, at large objecting public meeting in Aberdeen.) 

 People safe to work in underground bord and pillar mines don't come readily... there are 
 water, methane dangers.  Incidentally, Mt Pleasant Mine adjacent, intends to use water 
 from Dartbrook's off-gassing underground. 

 So 'offering local jobs' ?       It's part of the mantra which gets the sleepy nod vote.) 

 

We are 'promised useful royalties' if we blindly continue the First Transition, that is, to Coal; and 
away from ….    the functional  background  economy.   

The resulting Skills Shortage is becoming every year more entrenched in the Upper Hunter. 

It's progressively a Split Economy as much as a split society.     

Coal Royalties aren't used to address the Coal-made skills shortage; though it extends to essential 
government provisions in basic areas of health and education.  Many employment areas are subject 
to 'gone to mines' job loss; through poaching by salary.  Add this to inescapable air quality impacts.   

 **This is tragic. The Muswellbrook public schools suffer cuts to teacher staffing; yet
 they are among the most disadvantaged schools in the State of NSW.     People are getting 
 sick with overwork just trying to care for the kids.  Many students have disadvantaged 
 backgrounds.  Mine employment is transient, families are shifted, properties sell for less 
 now, some homes are shaken to uselessness near the mine blasting.  Low income 
 people and inmates' families struggle.   Kids and seniors can't go safely to the beach 
 with friends any more, since NSW Governments closed the railway for developers, 25.12.14. 

 [For mere money only, once again.   It is not a sufficient basis for generating policy.] 

  Meanwhile, 'Royalties' are considered valuable for new 'infrastructure' for cars and 
 more mine trucks.  But Mines should pay for that; not us. Where's our reward?   Our losses 
 are in education and in health; the very areas needed for enjoyment of life. 
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    NSW's real need is for investment in 2nd Transition industries. 

I asked the MACH Manager Mr Lauritzen, about his new truckdrivers, what work, background and 
training they left behind; and can return to.   He didn't know.  Nor does the Government ask him.  
ANU tells me those statistics are not gathered by Sydney nor Canberra.    Why not? 

This Project wants to lure more people from their productive work and years of training, to go 
down risky holes for crazy salaries, out of ambition, or underpaid desperation.  Mines are bribing 
and poaching our local school students before their dreams can evolve, and turning tradies, nurses, 
teachers, waiters; none of them with truck licences, into stressed high earners, within weeks!  

This leaves vacant essential jobs in the community, and families uprooted.    

 (Everyone sees, nobody says.    Not even journalists have penetrated.)                         
 I enclose a scan of a flier advertising for Dump Truck Operators,  $10,000 bonus to sign up. 

 Only the Second Transition, away from coal, can bring people back out of there;  to restore their 
own destinies and serve their waiting customers.  Bring my plumber back, please. 

 So Mount Pleasant Mine expansion is just as poisonous to a healthy economy, as it is to our 
beautiful valley, and to the timeless gift of the Castlerock ridge.   

I ask the IPC to leave it intact.   To reject silence and lies.   

To allow the mine to rehabilitate after 2026.    

And to refuse greenfield new coal facing the Upper Hunter.   

Let that protective ridge remain a healing retreat for the people of Muswellbrook.   

 

                        ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Added note about Rehabilitation time 2048 to 2053:   Mr Lauritzen said to me in the show' n' tell 
day, that there would be added rehabilitation for five years after the 2048 stop of extraction. 

That was not in his IPC talk, but he may have responded later. Surely five more years is positive, if it 
employs people in useful and healthier work.   Even more positive if that work follows the 2026 
stop of extraction…. That's the right time to apply sustainable use of mine lands; there still remains 
usable land to serve those purposes.  Surely it's ideal and more economic to implement solar/other 
useful projects on undisturbed, stable and natural land.  

 

  

 

end of notes.       BA                             



From:
To: Bradley James
Cc:
Subject: Mt P IPC BA Submission Mt Pleasant Mine expansion 20.7.22
Date: Wednesday, 20 July 2022 4:07:30 PM

 
To Bradley James      IPC       Mount Pleasant Mine expansion       OBJECTION.                       
 Beverley Atkinson,  
 
20.7.22   Addition to Submission (sent Friday 15.7.22)    objecting to the expansion of Mount
Pleasant Coal Mine.   
Beverley Atkinson,         
 
 
To Commissioners,    Independent Planning Commission,    
  
My submission has been largely about visual and broadcasting impacts.  
A point which I missed explaining before, on visual impacts:
 
All three towns are built on the foothills of the Barrington tops, and are tipped up to face the
Project :   Muswellbrook,  Aberdeen, and Scone  (plus villages).
For all three towns:  the higher I am in the town, the more I see of the mine dump already, over
the Castlerock Ridge.   MOD 3 demonstrates this already.
The lower down I am in the town, nearer to the Hunter River, the higher the top of the dump is
in my view; so the more it hides of my former distant view.
So whether I am on the heights,  or down on the river flats, there is  visual impact from the
immense dump:  large in foreground, or claustrophobically enclosing. No escape.
 
            
But also:
I would like to explain for the IPC more about the propaganda influencing the Upper Hunter;  all
of it going unchallenged, and not balanced.
This may assist IPC to define “public interest” before it is once more brought out for them as a
supposed ‘justification’ of a plan so strongly against the public interest.
 
We are being snowed more than usual right now.   COAL FACE is not read in the Capital;
decisionmakers don’t see it, nor do journalists.  Our local free press is mine-funded directly or
through advertising, to various degrees.  Balancing articles are rare, and there are no more
‘letters to Editor’ now. This all builds up an illusion of coal dependence. 
 
This month’s COAL FACE has an inserted Mining Dialogue booklet headed:  “On the road again..
school tours roll out to mines”..  28 free tours planned for 1000 students this year, offered to all
schools. The programme was planned by the M.D. with Industry, community, teachers and local
government reps..  .. But planned five years ago; before fire, flood and Newcastle sea rise.
Children are used, as usual.   Beautiful young cover girl in orange and hard hat.  This COAL FACE
is strong on Women.. again. As if all mining women can endure the treatment they get in those
places.  Not so, and I know a damaged example, specialist career ruined.
Stephen Galilee’s usual Page Three in COAL FACE is always labelled “OPINION”.    His latest large



heading is: PEOPLE ARE OUR MOST IMPORTANT RESOURCE”.   It is to tell people they are valued
..  as if he owns them. This exemplifies the constant, creeping  ‘grooming’ referred to in my main
Objection.  
 
It endorses my sad impression of our rural folk now being farmed as mine fodder.
 
Contrary to remarks, directed just to observers, by MACH folk at a site Inspection: the obvious
spon-com stink in Mt P Mine was not from a power station;  the homes demolished before
approval were quite habitable; and quietly keeping a project unaltered for 16 months
considering proven broadcasting blockage is not ‘taking the matter seriously’. 
 
IPC might know a routine Process document signed by M. O’Kane, a one page form-letter
template I saw, to suit the ‘assumed approval’ process of any coal mine, amended to apply to
Mount Pleasant Coal Mine.   I could not likely find it again, and would not wish to.   It
demonstrates anything but objectivity.  This is our Government?  In a burning flooding world. 
 
If Government saw clearly the propaganda from Minerals and Proponents, and cared for the
“Public Interest”, it would issue objective science, findings and plans (with which it is well
supplied) to balance everyone’s understanding.  On that objective information, people could act
and decide.    But instead, our Government allows and joins in the bias.    So the DPIE’s standard
finding of   “on balance it’s good for us”.. is given a free run.          I’m sorry, but this is wrong,
factually and morally.       
 
Imagine even allowing the term “optimisation”…  and without a MOD number…    Optimising
what, and for which nation?   Not ours.     
Really..  Give life on earth a break.  Please correct DPIE’s weakness, and do not approve this
greenfield mine.
 
SDG:   NSW has combined with industries and community, in a United Nations  Sustainable
Development Goals programme, just for raising awareness of positive actions. 
 
But …     * The State continues to approve extended coal extraction; morally lost inside the
influences it condones, and actively resisting what SDG displays.   
 
That too is wrong.   Please refrain from approving this unfortunate expansion past 2026.
 
Respectfully,
Beverley Atkinson.
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* [Jppcr IILrittt:r Mcr-r's SI-rcd at llre back
of thc Scnior (litizens Centre, Oxlbrd Roacl,
Scone is a placc for trtctt ttr hn srr.i,rl ""1

201 tJ. I)ut thesc dates into your rlilrr.l, lor 20lll
: t 6 I :\ I 2t) | 1\ 20 I 4 /'201 1l I tl I 5 l'20 | t\ t 5 I t t l'Jo I t\
'20 / 7 l'.J(',t I $ t7 / It I 20 t8'2 | / I / 2(\ I 8'.)6 I t o I 20 t 8

l(j/ I I /201U'21/12/2OIBCost : $il0/pt'rsorr/
tlirl'. l3ring lunch to share (tea arrtl r:o11cc

prrividecl) thbles will be providecl, but you
ncccl to bring - a positive attitudc to fun,
vour mitchine, cutting mats, materials yr;u
nccd, porvcr ltoard anci trn iron artd ironing
board bctr,r,,ecn 2/lj. If yorr would like to

TUESDAY
1'On thc lirst liresrlay ol'cactr month,

llrc Sconc Spinners & (lraft (iroup meets at
St'onc i\r'ts & (lrafts. For more cletails, phone
IJclcna Davis on 6545 42rt2.

* Scone Red Cross Opportunity Shop rvill
be open from gam to 2pm, 102 Kelly Street.
(lontact 6545 19:lB.

* Every Tucsday a'l'ransCare bus travels
lrt'l'lltrll'vtlt lll ll-ottt St t,tt,' rlIrr-rr ti"" 't tt

TOOMA'S DAVID MITCHELL
CROWNED 201"9 KING OF THE
RANGES OPEN CHAMPION AT
MURRURUNDI
Congratulations David Well done cheers
Robyn and Ronnie
Bobyn 0dwyer

Well done great weekencl we'll he l-rack

Council acknowledges climate emergency
N M()Nl)AY night at llrt. ( )r rlrrr,rr 1r

(lorrrtt:il Meeting, corrrrt iI rr,:;oIr trI
thlt llrc Upper Iluntcr Slrir c
(lrrnrr:il recogniscs tlrirt wt, rrr r. il r

it stitlt' r tl cl i t t titt(' (,lnergcn('y rvlricl r I ('( | r r I r {.ri

ur.ll('rrI ir( liotl Iry irll lcvcls ol gorrt'r'rrrrrlrrI
irrt ltrrli r rg locirl r:orrrrcils.

\ryitll statc rrrrrl national govr,rrrrrrlrrt:, l,rrl
irtg to slop, lct alortc reversc glolr;rl n,;rr rrrirru,
Iot'irl t or rrrc:ils are kcy to putlillll, l)r'(.s:il r r. on
olr stirlc irntl li.tlcral menrltcrs, rrrrrl rl,.
tttirttrIir ru lut inrrrtetljatc. nationill I (,sl )r )r r,i(' I()
t lrt' glolrirl clirrrittt' cmergcn('y tlrirt llrr r,,, r rs

ltll. ( lor trrlils rrcross Australia (irrrrl I lrl rlor lrl )

att' plirl irtt it lt':ul i'ole in rcsltontlirrli to tlrr.
cl itrrrlr' ('rrrcrgcl lL:y by setting s:rli' r'l i r r r; r t r,

goit ls itrttl targerts, and by itnltlt'r rrt'r rt i I r1 i lotlrl
.r rslrrirr;rlrlt' pt()gnllllmcs.

At:krrorvlcrlgiug publicly thut t:orrrrr rI

i ei:oguiscs wc ilrc it'r state ol'clirrrirlc lrrrcr

gcrrcy is the lirst and important step towards
our shire's clirnate emergency responsc.
With the spectre of catastrophic droughts
rrrrtl lloods, underpinncd by our children
lrrrtl granclchildren takir-rg to the streets in
rrutional and global protosts against goveln-
rrrcrrt apatiry on tackling climate changc,
council understands that recognising
clirrliite emergency is a key strategic priority
Iirl governments at every single level.

Over the next couple of ruonths, council
n,ill bc going through otrr cornrnrrnity
stnrtcgic plan as wc do cvcly vcar itnd
{ltis will be an ideal opportunitv tn liarne
r:ouncil's climate emergency strategies for
ou1'corrmunity and shire. Wc knorv that
the changing climate is causing clamagc to
lrcalth, property and int'astrr-rcture, and wc
lirrorv tlrat we havc to do sorncthing about it
irs we trilnsition from lirssil fuels to rcncwir

bles.
IJusiness as usual is no longer an option.
Instead thror-rgh education, emissiorls

mitigation and building cornmunity rcsil-
icncc, wc r,vill bc in a position to rcsltoncl
to thc clirrrate ctrcrgcrlcy lty Lrndcrtaldng
rlrgcnt actiolt througtr advocacy to state ancl
I'ederal governrrents and by being involved
with local irulorration and proiects.

We don't have tirne to ignore the climate
erncrgcncy warnings beceruse at best if lve
hopo to harrc any chancc avoi(ling cata-
stroplric tippinll points, wc havc just I I years
to stay bclur,r, 1.5 rlegrecs Celsius.

Upper Flunter Sl.rire Council has shou,ti
Ieadership in resolving that council recog-
nises wc are in a state of climate emergency,
atrd ccprally lJppcr IJunter Shirc (lorrncil has
shown leaclership in rcsolving that rvc nccil
to do sorrrclhirrg abotrt it'.































































































































North and south of the Castlerock Road ridge, taken same time; note air quality (1 of 2)



North and south of the Castlerock Road ridge, taken same time; note air quality (2 of 2)
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